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It is proven that the biggest yet most simple effect of
corruption, of any kind, is that it causes inefficiency in
business – it’s a big money and time-wasting problem.
While the relationship between politics, economy and
businesses can bring with it a risk of corruption in some
jurisdictions, there are a few things currently happening in
Latin America that companies need to be aware of.
On the next page we look at the countries of Latin America, and
both the good they are doing to tackle corruption, and some of
the recent issues that have made headlines.
With the in-depth local knowledge of our experts on the ground
throughout Latin America, TMF Group can help you navigate the
complexities of business.

Quick facts about corruption






According to a Stanford University report,
corruption creates a less favourable business
climate. When looking to do business in a new
country, it’s important to investigate how and at
what level the country is involved in this practice.
Bribery, nepotism, extortion, graft, and
embezzlement are a few aspects of corruption.
In some countries these are totally – and
worryingly – common, for both companies and
individuals when dealing with the government.
The Stanford University study also found that
corruption causes operational inefficiency, lower
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investment opportunities and lower growth
rates for the businesses involved.


According to the World Bank, the average
income in countries with a high level of
corruption is about a third of that of countries
with a low level of corruption.



Corruption often leads to what is known as
“shadow economies”, where small companies
do not register their business to avoid taxation.
It goes without saying this is illegal and not
recommended.

Country

Pros

Cons

Uruguay

According to a Transparency International
report, Uruguay has been among the 21
least corrupt countries worldwide for the
last three years

According to a Studies of Changing Societies report,
corruption in Uruguay has been confirmed to exist,
however, few studies have been carried out in the
country so a margin of error in the known level must
be considered

Chile

In 2014, Transparency International ranked
Chile as the most transparent country

The son of Chile’s president, Michelle Bachelet,
recently left his chair as head of a state charity
because of influence peddling accusations

Mexico

Mexico’s Congress is working on anticorruption reforms and has already created
a government-backed National AntiCorruption System

Mexico’s president, Enrique Peña Nieto, announced
that he, his wife and his finance minister will become
the first subjects of a conflict-of-interest investigation

Argentina

According to the Foreign Trade Information
System, there are 50+ Bilateral Investment
Treaties (BITs) in force in Argentina to
protect investments

Argentina’s president Cristina Fernandez and her
husband Nestor Kirchner are facing lots of serious
accusations around use of public money

Brazil

Brazil is often cited for its strong legal
framework aimed at curbing corruption
and is considered a role model when
establishing anti-corruption legal
frameworks in developing countries

Brazil’s Supreme Court is investigating 34 Brazilian
politicians over possible participation in a multibillion-dollar bribery scandal

Costa Rica

Costa Rica is the Central American country
with the lowest rate of corruption,
according to the 2015 Index of Economic
Freedom

According to the same report, Costa Rica’s economic
freedom has declined in four of the 10 factors over
the past five years: property rights, fiscal freedom,
labour freedom and trade freedom.

Ecuador

With the help of Canada and other
countries, Ecuador created the Global
Organization of Parliamentarians Against
Corruption

Transparency International consistently ranks Ecuador
near the bottom among countries it surveys in
the region. This is likely to grow because of the
government’s interference with press freedom.

According to a U.S. Department of State
report, the Dominican government has
carried out a major reform effort aimed
at improving the transparency and
effectiveness of laws affecting competition

Dominican Republic’s Public Ministry is investigating
a construction company that is allegedly benefiting
from the influence of Brazil’s ex-president, Lula de
Silva, to secure contracts.

Peru

According to Peru’s Financial Information
Unit, suspicious activity reporting has
increased by 30% thanks to an improved
detection system. Also, new regulations
now specify that it is mandatory for postal
services, chemical companies and NGOs to
report these activities immediately. Airlines
and telephone companies will be included
soon.

Peru’s former President Alberto Fujimori was
sentenced to prison for funnelling more than $40
million in public funds to tabloid newspapers. He has
two additional convictions for corruption and one for
abuse of power

Colombia

Colombia was one of the first LatinAmerican countries to develop a risk
identification program called Infolaft.

Transparency International’s 2014 Corruption
Perception Index ranks Colombia 27/175, 0 being the
highest corruption level and 175 the lowest.

Paraguay

Paraguay is participating in efforts in
association with entities like the National
Anti-Corruption Department, the World
Bank and the Network of Citizen Controllers
of Paraguay to reduce corruption

According to the 2015 Index of Economic Freedom,
political instability in Paraguay has undermined
efforts to combat corruption and improve
governance.

Dominican
Republic

What you can do to protect your business
A Stanford University paper confirms that corruption may
ultimately determine the viability and health of a business
in any given country. Considering this, we can say local
knowledge is the key to success when investors are planning
to introduce their businesses in foreign countries, regardless
of whether it is in Latin America or elsewhere.



Preventative measures against exposure to sanctions



Full compliance with legislative requirements



Minimising reputational risk



Demonstrating your business vigilance and
quality procedures

Companies reaching out across borders, wanting to grow
by adapting to new markets, new customers, and new
opportunities, must count on a local expert that helps make
sure that all the processes are made in compliance with the
local requirements and legislations, in order to avoid being
involved in risky situations.



Promoting trust and growth of stable business 		
relationships



Minimising costs and maximising efficiencies



Independent assessment of risks



Maximising your ratings with rating agencies,
supervisors, and authorities

The effects of corruption and other potential threats like
global terrorism, large scale fraud and money laundering
have fuelled a high degree of uncertainty and instability in
the worldwide business environment. Stringent laws relating
to these threats imposed by governments globally have
forced businesses to take a hard look at their operations
and the relationships that they foster in order to proactively
manage their risk exposure.



Easy access to client data via web reporting

As a result, “Know Your Client” (KYC) standards have been
developed globally, even becoming a legal requirement in
some jurisdictions. These kinds of services offer
multiple benefits:

The power of local knowledge - especially when operating in
a foreign country with these kinds of risky situations - cannot
be underestimated. It is highly recommended to have the
appropriate local knowledge and support in all political, legal,
economic and cultural aspects, especially when doing or
trying to do business in an unknown market.

In the face of these risks, it is essential that you adopt a longterm vision in order to proactively respond and achieve a real
competitive advantage. Taking this strategic approach will
ensure you are able to successfully manage your reputational
risk, build healthier customer relationships and maximise your
long term business potential.

Count on a local expert to help
make sure all processes are made
in compliance with local requirements
and legislations in order to avoid
being involved in risky situations.

How can TMF Group help?
We can help your business to respond to these tough challenges with ease. We can readily offer an independent assessment on
compliance within “Know Your Client” rules, giving you peace of mind when it comes to customer due diligence.
Our specialist teams will help to ensure that you are both protected from immediate risks and positioned to grow your business
potential. We can manage your KYC processes efficiently and provide the timely information and analysis you need to start and
build your long-term relationships with your own clients.
To provide you support, we count on the internal expertise of our Group Compliance team, and on tools like SEO and Integrated
Name Checking System. Our services also include registration and maintenance of identification and due diligence documents,
periodical re-assessment and updating of information, and business and reputational risk assessment (according client needs
and requirements).
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Want to talk about what
you’ve read here? Contact
your local TMF Group office;
details found at
tmf-group.com
E: contact@tmf-group.com
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